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Surnmbiry

Students computers in science education in V4C ways7 they can write

computer prograns in order to study complex nystemw and lui:rn nurterical

teahnilues ard tZi ey can in!:eract co!mro--

%hile

the second has bcp.n severely hampere y Luc, I- k of suicaa e authoring and

by teachers. The tirst type of usa an wides-rea6 as

delivery y- Our papef concentrates on the leiter form o!: coripu

based education and gives examples of materials writ ten by biologis _

chemists, mathematicians, and physicists for their Ltudents, These materials

e lect diverse teaching styles and strategies including tutoring, A.

olf modeling, and drills. By the variety and complexity of these examples

hope to dispel the misconception thor. Ole role ef th e computer is limited to

-prograruned instruct n" or to the presen:ation of simple multiple- hoice

questions.

The _e s or computer-based education Include: (1 ) The need for an

adequate terminal for student use. The common teletype is not adequate in

science educ :ion---a 4raphis,1 display terminal is required, a device which

can rapidly display line drawings, graphs, and plot- -es. (2) The need for

adequate computing power. A weak computer may only retrieve stored questions

and recognize stereotyped responses. To go beyond this simple " eaching

machine" function r 1:es enough computing power to .generate displays and

problems and t- recognize open-ended responses. (3) It must be possible

ood teachers to author rmarerials without requiring the services of

expert computer programmers. This implies the need for a suitable authoring

language and system. (4) The cost of comput r-based education must becomo
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far lower than it has been. Typical costs have been several dollars per hour

per student, which does not compete vith a human tutor. It was neces ary to

invent a new technology in order to make progress toward economically viable

co putei-hased education.

lution to the probiea uf coop ter baseu education is the PLIJO IV

system now beginning oper

of the student terminal is the plasma display panel, a flat sheet of glass

upon which the computer can light up or turn off any of a quarter-million

dots (in a 512 by 512 d) to display text graphs, and line drawings. The

Computer can select color photographs to be projected on the back of the

transparent panel. For technical reasons discussed in the paper, this

display device represents a major advance over previous technology, including

the cathode-ray tube. (2) The PLATO system is controlled by a large scientific

computer with adequate power and speed to permit the presentation of complex

material. The system responds to student input within a fraction of a second.

the thnive s ty of Illinois. (1) The heart

(3) Authors te their own materials in the TUTOR language, which is powerful

yet easy to use. Computing power in the PLATO system is used to aid authors

in their creative process. (4) When fully implemented it is estimated that

capital and opera ing costs will be $0.50 per student hour at a terminal.

Part of the cost reduction is due to a radical restructu ing of the way in

which the computer itself is operated: in part' ular, fast electronic memory

replces slow mechanical memory for Emily iteportailt functi hich leads to

greatly imp oved computer utilization.

Appendices to the paper d scuss the contrast between large and small

computer-based education systems and give an example of the use of the TUTOR

language.

5



uc
puter-based Science Education"

Donald L. Bitzer, Bruce Arne Sherwood, Paul Tenczar
Computer-based Education Research Laboratory

University of Tllinois, Urbana, Illindis, 61801, U.S.A.

Computers are being used increasingly in science education, both in

--deulational tools. Science teachers can prepare

compute7:-hased educational materials with which students int ract at their

owr rate, giving the individual -tudent a patient and intelligent tutor

which can simulate complex phenomena, drill on basic concepts, and diagnose

d t eat weaknesses in preparation or comprehension. Students may write

their own computer programs and treat problems that transcend the limitations

f t aditional analytic approaches.

Although computers are used to supplement science education in b.rndreds

of institutions aiund the world, in only a few schools and colleges have

whole courses involved the computer in a major way. Of those few projects

which have given birth to complete computer-based courses, fewer still hare

focussed on the engineeri g issues of making mass utilization practicable;

most projects have rather been directed at explo ation and a-all-sCale

testin& The PLATO iv systeml of the Unive -ity of Illinois is the c41mination

f a niajor reseench and development effort begun in 1959 leading to a viable

computer-based education system. More than 1500 hours of compute -based

educational materials have been prepared on the PLATO system, including

over 20 one-semester courses in diverse fields. This large curric.um

base includes lessons representing all the major types of computer utilizati n

and pedagogical styles, and we will use PLATO lesson examples to illustrate

the role , ccm:;%:tor in science educat n.

6
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The lesson examples which follow will help define what we mean by

computer-based education: in particular, we hope to dispel the misconception

that the role of the computer is limited to the presentation of simple

multiple-choice questions. The lesson examples are followed by a discussion

of the fundamental problems associated with making computer-based education

viable.

The figures which accompany tae less n examples -r- halc-size photo-

..

graphs of he 21 1 cm
2

(8.5 x 8.5
2

) plasma ay panel of a student's

individual PLATO terminal. The p3asma di,play panel shows orange text and

graphics on a black background; negatives are shown here for ease of 'e-

production. It is imprtant to b ar in mind that each student has his

own individual terminal ( ith display screen and typewriter keyboard) and

that it is highly unlikely that two students would have the same picture on

their screens simultaneously. Indeed, it is unlikely that two students

would experience identical presentations of the lesson, since the computer

interacts with each student on an individual basis.

LESSON EXAMPLES

Biology

Simulation techniques are used in a genetics course to teach students

the laws of inheritance. This computer laboratory allows students to

conduct a standard series of fruit fly matings. Each student is presented

with stocks of parent flies to ex- ine. Besides flies with nor- 1

characteristics, mutant flies can possess such features as white or pink

eyes; vestigial or veinless wings, and black, ebony, or striped bodies. The

fliej are not pre-stored pictures but con st of assembled parts: head,

eyes, thorax, wings, and abdomen. Each fly is efficiently coded by a

7
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single computer word vhich specifies the exact type of each body part. This

is similar to the biological coding of information in genes located on

chromosomes. The computer can construct flfes with any combination of normal

and mutant characteristics. Wher the student requests that a mating be

made, vithin s -onds the offspring are displayed. Since most mutant

chnrac --istics axe rece-- ve, they do not appear in the ftrst genera

offsp ing. The student can choose some of the first generation files as

, for yet another generation (figure 1) Students maintain a scientific

ho k of all thesr exper ments so that they can later do statistical tests

of hypotheses and hand in the results in a fo- al laboratory report.

All of the off pring are generated by using random numbers and prob-

abilities based on the Mendelian laws of inheritance. Thus, this computer

analog of the real biological system produces thousands of possible outcomes

and gIves each student his own experiment. A serIes of conventional fruit

fly experiments takes several months. Culture medium must be prepared,

les sterilized, fl es examined at odd hours, etc.. Using the computer,

a student can perform the basic experiments of Mendelian genetics in 3 to

4 hours' work. This time compression of the experiments makes the logical

flow of the multi-step process much more comp ehensible. In addition, this

experiment in a conventional course is almost always performed "cookbook"

style since not enough tine or help is available for the studen'-_ to go his

own way. With the computer, the student can explore various experimental

strategies, for it takes only mInutes to start over, and help is always

wit= 1-ble.

The biology lesson just described is one of thirty-five lessons

2designed to introduce beginning college students to genetics and evolu on



The stud n s spend 4 hot-s a week with the computer, where all lesson material

is preSented, foll- _d by a 2 hour discussion period with a human teacher.

Geometry

Pattern recognition is a basic feature of a series of 15 lessons

designed to teach info- al geametry to junior high school students.
3

This course is designed to give students experience with the facts of

plane geometry (symmetry properties, definitions, etc.) before formal proofs

are attempted. The students are asked by the computer to construct specific

geometric_ figures by using a set of 8 4eys to move a cursor around the

n Figure 2). When ready, the student can request that the computer

"judge" his work. Figure 3 demonstrates a typical sequence of the -tudent-

computer interaction. It should be evident that sophist ted " udging"

a]gorithms must be used rather than stored answers since the s ze, orientation,

and even specific type of figure can be arbitrary. Furthermore wher the

student has an -mproper figure, the computer must do more than just tell

the student his figure is wrong or the student will become frustrated.

The student's attention must be directed to specific features of his construc-

tion that are inadequate.

cheTistry

Dialog with the computer supplies the student with information needed

to identify che ical unknowns in a qualitative analysis 1esson
4

. A student-

computer exchange, in the student naturaa language, tends to maximize

flexibility of approach for the student
5 Here is an example of a college

student conversation with the computer. (Remember that this dialog

actually appears on a display screen, not a teletypewriter. In pa ticular,

the spectra are shown o- the screen in cola )

9



Student: What color is it.
PLATO: The solid is white and the liquid is c.olorles.s.
Student: What Ls its melting point
PLATO: The melting point is 19.-2V.
Student: What does the nmr look like
PLATO: This is the 60 MHz proton nmr spectrum. For a

table of chemical shifts, press DATA. (The spec-trum is shown cm the screen.)
Student: ir
PLATO: This Ls their spectrum. (The infraredspectrum is dis-played on the screen.)
Student: What is the unknown soluble
PLATO: Please providc more information.
Student: Is it soluble in 112504
PLATO: The unknown is soluble in cold conc.Student: Elemental Analysis
PLATO: We can give you results from :1 fusion. Totry it pre.s LAB.
SLitdent: Picric A.eidl.iet ivative
PLATO; Please f orgive The foll,c.% v.,,rds are NoT iu

my vocabula ry picric.
Student: diip
PLATO; The linktiovur,: 1-i with :2, ropheny!hydrazine

to form a not- it a melting pu;:it of
249-2.51'.

Student; Where (1e,: it hmil
PLATO; The hinling pinto i. 1.95-200' at 760,
Stlidenr; Permangsnate Te4t
PLATO; The tiliknowil reacts -lowly vitt, 1011104
Student: Tin and 11C1
PLATO: Plci.c forgive The follov.:ag :ire Ni )1' in

my vocalmlary
Student: Tollens
PLATO: There is Ill) res,. t u vit I: T.,11cr.%. reage!,
The unknown is
Student Acetphenotie
PLATO: SP
Student : Acetophenone
PLATO: OK
For a new unknown pre,s F. XT.

After the -tudent has obtained enough information about the unknown,

he can attempt an identification (Figure 4). Shown is a student's misspelled

but proper identification. The computer recognizes that the student's

answer is correct but that the spelling is inadequate. Spelling algorithms

such as this must be a basic part of any educational computer system for,

as in this case, if the student were merely told his response is wrong,

could easily spend a great deal of time on the wrong track.

The score shown in Figure 4 refers to an aspect of the lesson in which

the student tries to determine the unknown with the least "cost" in chemical

and physical tests. Some tests cost more than other for example,

determining the infrared spectrum costs ten points while the melting point

1 0
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costs only one point. The chemist who wrote the lesson wanted to encourage

students to make simple tests before using expensive apparatus such as an

infrared -pectrometer.

This lesson is not meant to replace the organic chemistry labor- ory.

Rather it is meant to sharpen the intellectual process of for ulating questlo

and interpreting results before the student enters the laboratory. Thus,

in a matter of hours, student can logically identify 5 or 6 unknowns --

often mo e than the student would identify in a whole sester's work in

the laboratory. This is just one of the many chemistry lessons totalling

30 hours taught by computer at the Uni_e--ity of Illinois.5

Physics

In an introductory mechanics course students are asked to participate _

actively in the derivation of the basic kinematics Auations. In Figure 5a

the student has given an algebraically incorrect expression in one step

of the derivation: a correct answer

numerical example shows the student the

v.. /2. In Fig e 5b a simple

,onsistency _of his formula.

This procedure shows the student an important method for checking the validity

of an algebraic expression, and this nume al substitution ,.hod permits

the computer to handle appropriately all possible algebraic responses,

independent of form. In Figure 5c the student has given a complicated

but algebraically correct response and the computer has noted that the response

correct but not in the simplest form. This distinction is made on the

basis of the number of arithmetic operations encountered in the numerical

evaluation of the student's expression.7 As iti the previous examples, it

can be seen that Sudging student responses by algorithm rather than by

compariSon with a list of stored answers gives the student great freedom

and contributes to heightened interaction.

1 1



This example is drawn from a one-semester computer-based mechanics

cour e
3

in which students spend two hou he beginning of each week

studying at a computer ter inal. The computer int oduces basic concepts,

treats applicati ns, simulates phenomena, and tests comprehension. Class-

room and labo atory work later in the week build on this solid preparation.

Mathematics

An example he computer as tool is showm in Figure 6. The student

has written a short program to evaluate and plot a parametric function,

an angle "t" as the varying par.eter. An attempt has been made to keep

the computing language9 as close to standard algebra as possible to avoid

inconsistencies -ith the natural language of direct instruction.

(The mo t ext nsive and successful integration into education -f the

computer as tool has taken place at Dartmouth College, Hanover, New Hampshire

where nearly all students- including non cience students, write computer

programs as an integral part of their studies and recreation10

Programming hy_Children

Young ch ldren can be taught the basic elements of programming. First,

a series of games te ches the child a set of operations which can be carried

out by a little man on the screen. In Figure 7a the child has walked the

one step at a time, through a maze: in Figure 7b the child learns how

to pick up a ball, carry it, and put it down. (A set of 8 keys on the key-

board move the man one step in the 8 basic compass directions. ThE "plus"

key picks up a ball and the .us" key puts it down.) After learning the

basic operations, the child can write a list of operations for the man to

carry out, as in Figure 8, and watch the man follow instructions.
11

An
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ritarit aspect of this exercise 10 that the c had can vrite an inconsistent

emi anci, recefse arm e roz es atich na "Tliere is no ball here to

njoyapick up! " The erad

itaiportan:t aspects of a computer

d.lrections te tle man, and he sees the

a VoSrasa: t&P-17step processing,

revetiti-ve loops, tine concelt of an operation, etc ..

13



9
PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS

By example we have defined what we mean by comput -based ducatio

Now it appropriate to ask what are the basic problems in tthe

of computer-based education.

Many difficulties have restricted the application of ecto

education. Educational computer systems have been too exppemei wide-

scale use. Thr limitations of many existing systenis hese in some edatatiorial

circles caused "computer-a sited instruction" to be identified with ne

multiple hoice testing or simple drill. (we use th_ term "computerbased

education" in the hope of svoiding this identification. ) 'The WAthOrimg r

computer-based lessons often has been very difficult, recollririg the ser ices

of computer programming _ perts; teachers find themselves shut out of

participation in structuring their courses. Me will diseuSs Ithese arld other

problems facing comput --bas2d educatf on, then report on progress being

made in solving these problems.

PtEP2-2I-

The physical fo cos'siunlcatiori between computer and tient,

between computer and te- her, is fund.amental to ail other questi

most cases, the student's communications de '-e ("terminal") hies beet some

kind of alphanumeric diSplay, usually a teletypewriter. While tag ate'
for some special purposes, its slowness, limited character set noise,

and near inability to draw graphs and diagrams make

full educational message. The expanded capabilities of _ fast graphical
display device are almost mandatory for most educational pulToSes, especia

in science education. Such devices hare in the past been v rensive

new technology is rapidly changing this situation. Ideally, the student

mai= for the

14
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tthiaJ. -hould permit photograph-lc image projectio wo-vay voice coin-.

m.1nication, ointer puts, etc., in order to fully engage as many senses

(10 pcssbl--visiisl, auditory, tactile. At sone point, economic considerat o

farce coMpoomise %a-1th this ideal, but the basic principle should be kept in

mind: edu.cation Ls an extraordinarily difficult human enterprise, and it

requires a. 41.exible afld Towerful medium.

ikrumr

Too often there las been a narrow conception of the role of the computer

itseaf in "compvtr-assimted instruction". The computer is thought of as a

minor contzol elenlentIcrMoning and relaying essentially static information

to the student end distinguishing among a few stanard.i.ned replies from the

student. :For sveIi purposes a mnall or weak comlatter is sufficient.

far roore general pwrixmes, especially in science education, a powerful

c ripulter is requ red to generate (rather than merely r trieve) material for

tile Student end to precess open-endee student replies and questions. How

iS such power to be paid for? Evidently it must le shared among a la ge

mamber cf users; new ways of organizing such large systems have nowmade

his feasible and economical. There is a hint here of the advantages of a

large system over a sniall system. We return to this po nt in detail

Appendix A.

iLzaL1126.

Fora ccmpulter-balSeal educational system to be viable and to be accepted

educatiorml conMunity, it must be relatively easy for good teachers

to create compute based lesson materials. Having a powerful rather than a

weak computerattlm beart of the system makes it possible for the system

5
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to help rather than hinder les on authors in their creative work. Quality

improves and costs drop by eliminating programmers Gild, by placing the author

in direct co trol of his medium. In order to achieve this close coupling to

authors, it is necessary to create a suitable author language and authoring

environment which strongly minimize the need IC.LT sper::.al computer knowledge.

The ideal is to make the system transparent and responsive to the author

as 'yell as to the student.

Cost

Another ird al issue is cost. The use of computers in direct in

struction will be possible on a wide scale only if this is economically

feasible, no matter how great may le the supposed benefits. Typical costa

f educational computer systems have been about five to ter dollars per

student contact hour, which is adequate to hire a good private tutor. A

cost reduction of a factor of ten is required to make it feasible to use

coxnçuters in education. It is crucial that overall computer system costs

be driven as low as possible, while yet implementing enough power and

flexibility to be usefUl. These conflicting requirements have forced the

invention and development of completely new technologies. Contrary to much

lay arid profe sional belief, the computer technology of the 2960's was

incapable of widespread educational application: the costs were too high,

even for rather primitive systems. The new technologies include a radically

different display device for the terminal, unique telecommunications, and a

drastic restructuring of the computer's software to reflect the interactive

educetiomal environment.

16
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SOLUTIONS

We have discussed some of the -oasic poblems which have inhibited

videspread Application of computers in education. Next we will discu s

the ways in which these problems have been faced in a particular case

the PLATO rv computer-based education system of the University of Ill

Display

In the int oduction of this article -ae gave examples of computer-based

educational mate ials. They were produced on the PLATO IV system, and the

figures are photographs of the student's display screen, which is a fl t

plasma display panel
12

, not a television tube. Some discussion of this

device is necessary to explain the nature of the student terminal. The

plasma panel is a crucial element n makiiig feasible a sufficiently flexible

communications medium.

Until recently, the cathode ray tube was normally used for displayirg

computer-generated graphical and pictorial in ormation to the student.

Because a cathode ray tube must be refreshed thirty ti es per second to

maintain the image without objectionable flicker, an expensive external

memory device is required in addition to the television apparatus itself.

(In the case of home television the image is sustained by the b oad-band

video channel transmitted continuously from the television station. For

individualized use the memory device must be near the display unit, since

assigning a video communications channel to each user is prohibitively

expensive.) The "storage" cathode ray tube is a television tube with built-

in memory due to the special electrostatic prope ties of its faceplate.

This device is better suited to compuer-based education, for the computer

need transmit the graphical information only once and no refreshing is

17



required. However, the storage television tube does ha e drawbacks. One

major problem is the difficulty of performing a selective erase of a small

portion of the display without disturbing the r st of the picture. Selective

erase is necessary for many aspects of computer-based education, including

erasing and retyping Fart of an answer, and in animated sequences performed

by drawing a figure, reusing, erasing the figure, and redrawing it elsewhere

on the screen to give the impression of motion. Other problems include the

long period required to erase the entire screen, the need for frequent

maintenance adjustments, and the impracticalitY of superimposing photographic

information on the screen.

The plasma dispaay panel was invented at the University of Illinois to

solve these problems. Its memory is at the di play mit, inherent to the

panel. It permits the selective erase of even a single dot without

disturbing the rest of the picture. The display is bright, with high

contrast, and free of flicker or fading. The panel consists of two sheets of

glass on which are deposited 512 horizontal and 512 vertical conductors (the

conductors are transparent). Neon gas between the horizontal and vertical

conductors can be made to glow as bright dots at the intersections of the

512 by 512 grid of conductors. (The resolution is 2.4 dots/mm +) The

simple structure lends itself to low-cost mass production. The organization

into a 512x512 grid of dots is ideally suited to addressing by a digital

computer. The plasma panel makes possible, at low cost, graphical display

capabilities that formerly were available only at prohibitive expense.

Moreover, the simplicity of the device makes possfble additional economies

in the design and operation of the telecommunications and of the computer

uoft

18
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Because it is flat and transparent, the plasma panel can support a

rear projection screen for color slides or movies, selected and driven

under computer control, with computer-generated text and graphics super-

imposed on the plasma panel. This unique combination adds an important

dimension to computer-based education. For example, the computer can select

full olor n1 de of the human heart for a medical student, then super-

impose pointers or animated flow markers on the plasma panel to illustrate

dynamically the complex action of the organ. note that transmitting color

photographs from the computer would make communications ( ,rtremely expensive.

We do n t show an example of a superimposed color photograpth in this article

because of the difficulty of reproduction.

With this explanation of the display device, it is useful to look

again at the photographs of the fruit flies and of the geometry lesson.

Note that the usual optical distortions of television are completely absent---

the flat display panel with its evenly spaced grid gives a display free of

distortion or jitter. The resolution is so fine that a viewer is unaware

that the text and graphics are actually composed of individual dots.

The fruit fly picture illustr tes another important aspect related

to the symbols needed for education. In addition to the standard upper-

and lower-case letters, rsunbers, punctuation marks, etc., lessons in some

subject areas require a rather large set of additional symbols. For example,

when teaching Russian, the Cyrillic character set is needed. When teaching

physics much of the Greek alphabet plus mathematical symlols may be needed.

The fruit flies are drawn as appropriately positioned symbols---right wings,

left wings, eyes, etc.. This display mode is many ti es faster than drawing

the flies one point at a time. At the beginning of the student session the

19
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comput2r transmits the required special symbol patterns to the e 1---

Russian, Greek, or fruit fly parts---and thereafter the computer need only

specify which symbols to plot at what screen positions. The PLATO terminal

writes 180 symbols per second, each symbol consisting of an 8x16 grid of

dots. Sim afly, the PLATO IV terminal has enough intelligence to dr w the

many dots comprising the lines in the geometry lesson simply from endpoint

specifications sent by the computer, at the rate of 60 connected lines per

second.
13

There is much m re of a technical nature that could be said concerning

the nature or a student ter inal useful in education, but hopefully the

heredity' and geometry examples illustrate the basic point: for educational

purposes a sophisticated terminal is required. As an exercise, imagine

transferring the pedagogical approach of these two examples to a system

with typewriter terminals. It would be impossible to preserve the essential

aspects of these educational materials, proof that the nature of the stude t

terminal largely determines the possible pedagogical approaches.

The effect of the type of ter inal on the range of educational
MEM.

Possibilities has been too often underestimated. We have seen interesting

pedagogy created following the introduction of each new terminal capability.

Other devices under development that have already generated unusual lesson

material are a random-access audio device and a touch-panel that permits

the computer to recognise where the student is 'miating at the display screen.

In recogmition of our pre ent ignorance of what may Trove to be valuable in

the future, the PLATO rv terminal has extra input and output connectors for

easy atta hment of new devicns.



Computing power

The need for computing power is we].]. illustrated by the introductory

examples. The fruit flies are generated randomly, following the statistical

laws of inheritance. No two students will experience the same results,

except in the statistical sense. It is the biological algorithm of Mendelian

genetics that is programmed. The algorithms of the geometry lesson involve

much computation to achieve the accurate pattern recognition of the studen

open-ended geometrical response. Understanding the chemistry student's

free-form questions requires organized searches of a rather large data base of

vocabulary words and basic concepts. All of these aspects of computer-based'

education require a powerfUl computer, as opposed to the meager computing

requirements for simple multiple-choice materials. Because the memory banks

and other non-camputatio l parts of a computer system comprise a major

portion of the total system and are similar in cost whether the computat o

unit is powerful or weak, a weak system can easily be more expensive than a

poverful system. The weak system may be capable only of simple programmed

in truction or multiple-choice testing which can be done much more cheaply

with books and other media. Only a powerful system can, through its enhanced

capabilities, justify its cost.

Authoring

The fruit fly lesson was writ en by a biologi the geometry lesson

by a ra.thematiciari, and the lesson on qualitative organic chemdstry by a

chemist. These authors were able to create these sophisticated materials on

their ovn ithout the aid of programmers. Thin relates directly to the

need for strong computing power in the system to lift much of the programming

burden from the lesson author, yet place the author in direct control of the medium.
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One of the major tasks in building the fruit fly lesson was the

generation of the special characters used to assemble a picture of a

fruit fly. The biologist drew the characters directly on the screen, then

used these characters in his lesson. To create the dialog lesson, the

chemist constructed a list of the relevant vocabulary words, stated word

synonymy, listed the basic concepts, and listed the corresponding responses.

The system took care of transforming the wlde range of student responses

into forms which would match the basic concepts and yield an appropriate

response. The mathematician's task was facilitated by powerful calculation:al

capabilities easily accessible in the system for performing his pattern

recognition task. All three authors benefitted greatly from the system s

responsiveness, for they could switch in a few seconds from authoring the

lesson to testing it as a "student," then back to writing and correcting

This speed of transition is enoiusly useful in lesson creation.

All of the PLATO materials are written in the TUTOR language which is

specially designed to facilitate the creation of,computer-based lessons

utilizing graphical display terminals. We give an example of TUTOR

programming in Appendix B.

Cost

We have already diScussed two important factors which influence cost

the plasma panel makes possible an inexpensive graphical diSplay, and an

appropriate authoring procedure enables authors to create their own materials.

Another major cost area is the computer itself, and it is appropriate to

14
discuss briefly the novel computer utilization in the PLATO system.

A "time-sharing" computer, which seems to service many users simu

actually serves only one user at a time. The computer services a user

22
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few thousandths of a second. If the computer manages to finish its work for

all the users within a fraction of a second, each user has the illusion of

complete control of the machine. In going from one user to another, the

computer must save the first user's program and status and load the second

user p ogram and status. This procedure is called "swapping". The

swapping of programs and status takes place between the computer high-speed

memory banks and a mechanical, rotating disk or of magnetic recording

material. Unfortunately, the mechanical speed of these devices is extremely

slow compared wlth the electronic speed of the computer, so that the swapping

procedure involves a heavy overhead. The computer is frequently either

waiting for a program to work on or involved in the difficult decision of

whether tO swap or what to swap in order to maximize its overall efficiency.

As a result such systems tend to have high computer costs because the computer

is doing useful work only a fraction of the time. To put it another way,

the computer car handle only small numbers of simultaneous users and the

t per user is proportionately high. Moreover, co puter-based educational

materials administered by such a system tend to be of a simplistic frame-

presentation nature, because the constraints of a slow swapping procedure

require that the material be organized in a linear sequence of very short

segments. This is a severe limitation. richness of cross-conntctions is

needed to provide quality materials.

One obvious solution would be to keep the students' lessons and

individual status information in the computer s memory and avoid swapping.

This has almost never been done because even auxiliary bulk computer memory

is far more expensive than disk or drum memory. PLATO started from the
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premise that this scheme should nevertheless be used to improva quality and

to improve compyter utilization. It is overall performance that matters, and

increased mory costs are off et by the elimination of the high swapping

o erhead, with dra tic improvement in quality. While a student on the PLATO

system studies his lesson no swapping to disk or drum occurs: the swapping

is to a special auxiliary computer memory of extremely high speed (the Control

Data Corpo ation "Ektended Core Storage"). To maximize the usefUlness of

this memory, lessons are shared, with only one copy of a lesson in the memory

no matter how many students are studying it. n disk-swapping systems,

students usually have to have their own copy of the les on, as well as

their individual status in that lesson.)

Because the entire lesson is available, correspond ng to one or two

hours of student study, PLATO lessons usually are quite complex in the

interconnections of their parts and rarely resemble the frame-by-frame

question-and-answer format so prevalent in the field of computer-assi ted

instruction. Again we see that, as with the type of terminal, the azETTI

desiv has important beariionthestyleofpossiblepedago. This

point has been systematically iclored by too many researchers who hame

thought that questions of system design were minor compared to pedagogical

questions not realizing that the limitations of their systems were distort*ng

their research results. Only if the system is sufficiently powerful as to

pose few constraints on possible educational approaches do the details

of the system cease to matter.

The result of this restructuring of the computer utilization in the

PLATO system is that the computer ceases to be the most expensive part of the

computer-based educational system, because a large computer can now run
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hundreds of terminals rather than tens of terninals. This order-of gnitude

improvement is due mainly to the elimi tion or swapping, but is partly due

to the simpli ity of the plasma panel terisin.1s and associated telecommunications

equipment. For a discussion of overall costs see the articles of Reference 1.

Total costs including capital and operating costs are estimated at about

$0.50 per student hour at a terminal.

2 5
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SUGGESTED READINGS

There recently appeared a two-part article by science reporter Allen

Hammond on the present state of computer-based education in the United States.

It discusses the range of uses of computers in education and the currant large-

scale projects funded by the National Science Foundation.

Dartmouth College has been active in the computational use of computers in

education and is the nucleus of a large network of schools and colleges engaged

in these activities and utilizing the Dartmouth computer system. (See Reference

An important center in Europe, directed by Yves Le Corre, is the "0 dinateur

pour Etudiants" 10 of the University of Paris, where

physics and in biology.

re has been work in

The Physics Curriculum Development Project
17

directed by Alfred Bork at the

University of California, Irvine, has produced a considerable body of material in

physics. Both direct instruction and computing have been introduced into physics

courses at Irvine.

A group led by Wallace Feurzeig at Bolt Beranek and Newman, Cambridge,

Massachusetts, has created the LOGO language for computational applications that

need not be of a numerical nature. This group and se e al other groups, inCluding

one led'by Seymour Pappert at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, have had

students of various ages, including young children and college students, w ite

LOGO programs to study mathematics And problem-solving. 18

There exists a voluminous literature on:computers in-education, but the .-

field changes so rapidly that publications earlier than 1969 tend to be:of little

use now. l'he utilization of computers,in education is almost as -idespread as

computers 'themselves, so we have cited only some Tepresentative projects Whose

size and comrnittrnent have permit ed the creation of significant quantities of

curriculum materials- 26
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DDC A

Large System vs. Small System

There has been much discussion of the merits of large versus small

computer-based education systems. As proponents of the large-system

concept it may be helpful to discuss our reasoning on this matter.

It should f rst be made clear that we are not talking about the question

of "centralization" versus "decentralization," which is essentially a

different quest on. If a student or author has the full power of a large

system available at any terminal, whether near or far from a large computer,

that system is decentralized as the user is concerned. Conversely,

if a part of the authoring process for a small system must be carried out in

a different place, on a special author ng computer system, then a critical part

of the operation of the small system is inconveniently centralized.

Years of detailed data collection on the PLATO III system show that

average processing and information t ansfer requirements for a student

are remarkably independent of what subject he is studying, the method of

presentation, his age, etc.. For example, an elementary-school student

working on a simple drill goes through material rapidly but this material

requires little processing or display for each interaction. On the other

hand, a college student studying complex scientific material thinks a long

ti e between interactions, but this material requires a great deal of

processing and display generation for each interaction. The product of

interaction rate and computer processing or display requirements per

interaction turns out to be approximately the same in both cases. To be

specific, averages of approximately 1000 computer processing operations
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per second and about 15 displayed characters per second ( 150 words per

minute) characte -ze our findings. Since the PLATO III system is chars erized

by processing and display rates of over twenty times these average rates,

the observed average requirements presumably reflect physiological constraints.

In the design of a viable system these averages are not the whole

story: the peak requirements are just as important. The science student,

on the average, thinks for a long time between interactions, but the system

u..t respond instantly so that the student can continue his line of

reasoning without interruption. It would be disastrous to force the student

to wait a long time for the reply. There is therefore an enormous difference

between the average and peak rates. Without going into the details of "queueing

theory," it should be clear that only a large system has the neces ary

reserve power to work rapidly through the huge peak requirements represented

by the science student's interactions. Also, statistical fluctuations

in the number of students simultaneously requiring service become less

and less damaging to system responsiveness the larger the system. Roughly

speaking, if N interactions per second

1

will be N±Vii= 11(1± ) due to Poisson
I171

overload conditions scales like 1/V171

are aaticipated, the number observed

statistics; the probability of

These factors favor the.large sys

An advantage of a large system that is difficult to quantify is that

one large computer can perform much more complex tasks than can a group

of small computers of comparable aggregate power. Free-form dialog,

complicated display generation, _apid extensive calculations, powerful

authoring procedures---all of these are essentially out of the reach of

the small computer. The reason for this is rather subtle. A time-shar_n
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computer services only one user at a time. During the fraction of a second

that the computer is working for an individual user, all of its basic resources

are devoted to him: fast memory, processing unit, data transfer channels,

etc.. The more powerful are these resources, the more sophisticated will be

the service. For example, a large fast memory with high-speed transfer

from bulk memory permits operations on a large data base of vocabulary for

natural-language dialogs. Unlike the swapping medium (bulk computer me

or disk memory) whose total cost is proportional to the number of users (each

of whom needs some average bulk memory allocation), the basic computer resources

used during the actual fractional-second processing are not duplicated for

each user. The larger the ilumber of users of the system, the more can be__-
paid for basic computer resources to permit more and more sophisticated

processing. With a small numbe: of users, a weak processor with small

amounts of fast memory and inadequate transfer capabilities is all that can

be paid for, at the same cost per user as will buy much more capability

in a large system. (One might object that the cost of the central processor

is proportional to the number of users and their required number of operations

per second. However, the more expensive processors have added capabilities

as well as increased speed, so processing requirements do not scale linearly.

Also, the processor usually represent- only about 10% of the total system cost.)

There are therefore two related b t different reasons why many PLATO

capabilities could not be duplicated in systems designed to serve a small

number of terminals. One is that the peak demand by a student may take

an unacceptably long time to process (and cause queuing problems for other

students), and the other is that the basic resources may be inadequate to

perform some tasks at all (insufficient memory to manipulate a data base, etc.

2 9
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Within a factor of two or three, the management and administration of

a large system is comparable in cost to that of a small system. In-

evitably there is a director, an assistant director, some computer operators,

etc., whether the system is large or small. This akes the management of

multiple $:-ll ..y.tL s expensive.

There is no way to make many small computers temporarily look like a

large computer in order to carry out heavy computational tasks, such as

sophisticated analysis of educational data gathered by the system. A large

aystem can handle both the student interaction- and standard computing

jobs as well. The processing of -tandard administrative and research

computing jobs helps pay for the system, whereas a small system incapable

of this performance is purely an add-on expense. A related point is that

the management and distribution of a large data base of curriculum materials

is best handl d by centralizing the storage of these materials. Thi- permits

teachers to monitor students performance at a di tame and assures that

lesson _aterial can be updated for all students, everywhere in the network.
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ft. you went to L IrI of t offspring.
must sow that now it do you want to do?

Fig. 1) Fruit fly genetics. Some of the
offspring have white eyes and/or vestigial
wings not seen in the parents. The student
records the observed characteristics in
his notebook.



Or^W a quadril eral with only two lines of symmetry.

a

Drew a q.iodrlIsterI with only two lines of symmetry.

Draw a quai *lateral with only two lines

ilateral wit

NO, your.figure has (our lines of -t-

Try again.

a

a I 1 ith only two lines of symmetry.

Fig. 2) Drawing a geometrical figure. The
stufglent moves a cursor and marks vertices to
construct the figure. The computer shows the
student that his figure is incorrect by
drawing the four symmetry lines.
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lat 1 wlth only two 11MS3

1 I

a

,lodw draw a caladr11 oral wlth only two
piAtaaatry that go t vertices.

Pig. 3) Constructing prescribed figures.
After succeeding in the first problem the
computer chooses an appropriate second prob
lem. The student then incorrectly draws
a figure of the same type before finally
constructing the desired rhombus. Note
that the computer is able to classify the
figures independent of size, shape, or
orientation.
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Fig. 4) Qualitative organic snillysis. The
student has correctly identified the com-
pound but has made a spelling error. The
score measures the student's efficiency
by charging for chemical tests performed
on a scale commensurate with the expense
of the test in the laboratory.
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Initial velocity vi and the final velocity

Write an eepression irvolvIng vi and vi!

Your /impression
-nemt- to nee why.
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coSlaratiOn ia Constant. the oversee
ity 0 Can be written as a elep10 function
initial velocity vi and the final vOlocil

Write an impression Involving vi and vf:

car that speeds up (with conetant
a from OS to OS (p0 to pees a truck.

Id you say Is the averOge speed 0
this passing asneuuer.

0 ) 72 ok fps

Right. but your foreula gives
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must reurit

2

3

$

roafilikomot)
'coronet

yvrsint
tot.4,

clot* *42/.2.7
end

JIM
lion up

Fig. 5) Kinematics formulas. The student
shown by example why his formula is

invalid. He then gives a valid expression
and the computer points out a simpler
form. These judgements are made by
algorithm, not by searching lists of possible
answers.

Fig. 6) Student programming. A mathematics
student writes a program to plot a polar
function. The angle is "ta. On a
separate display page the student specified
the plotting variables and their bounds
and initialized a = .75, k = 1.5, and
w = 5.
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into the WILLS
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Fig. 1) Games leading to programming by
children. The child walked the man through
the maze starting from the lower left
corner of the maze. Next the child learns
to pick up a ball and carry it into the
house.
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Fig. 8) Programming by children. The
program is built using operations learned
in previous games. The child watches as
the man carries out the list of instructions.



Appendix B

e TUTOR Language

All PLATO materials are written in the TUTOR author
language, which was originated by Paul Tenczar in 1968. Fig. 9
gives a simple example of TUTOR programming and its use by a
student. Note that the lesson author did not list "tringle"
as a possible misspelling of 4triangle": the misspelling was
detected by the algorithms of the TUTOR "answer" command.
In addition to the simple display and judging commands illustrated
here, TUTOR has a large repertOlre of display, judging, calculationa:
and branching capabilities which makes possible the complex
lesson examples described earlier in this article. Because TUTOR
is a full language, not a format for administering standardized
items, authors are not restricted to a particular pedagogical
strategy or presentation mode. (In fact, some authors have even
constructed vyraR lessens which administer standardized items
drawn from a structured data base, s-) this capability is also
available.)

Example of a TUTOR isaor, unit

Screen coordinates gluon below refer to a coarse
grid of 32 lines and a* columns For example,
is*s refens to the 1,th ltne f.-os the topiof the screen.
the *eth column from the left edge. There is also

fine-grid coordinate system of 512 by 313 C1003, With
origin at the lower left earner of the screen.

unit 'maple SO a Jepson contains many units
figure 511i$,1311.1341.91s OS draw a right triengle
where 0712 SS position text
write Whatlis this figure?' SO display text
arrow isi5 OS slue student to entir answem

enamor <it,is,00 (r1ght,rt) triangle $O check answer

) 49wimw lciggle,Iright? no

Fig. 9) The TUTOR au hor language: a lesson
unit and how it looks to the student. In
the "answer" command the words "it,
"is," and "a" are specified to be unim-
portant, and "right" and "rt" are to be
considered synonyms. The reply to the
student is much more than a simple "no"---
the word "lovely" is crossed out, the
misspelling is underlined, and the word
"right" belongs to the left.
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